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Quantification of tumor activity is used to predict prognosis and
discriminate benign from malignant lesions identified by PET.
Accurate quantitation of small lesions requires correction for the
partial volume effects. Such a correction is often based on the
recovery coefficient (RC), which depends on the lesion size,
the object-to-background ratio (OBR) and physical properties of
the media. The purpose of this investigation was to determine
whether a model-based optimization method to simultaneously
recover the size and the activity concentration of small spheroids
could improve estimates of lesion radioactivity when object size
is unknown. For reference, we compared our method with a
widely used approach, RC correction, that requires the object
size to be known. Methods: A three-dimensional, spatially
varying, object size- and contrast-dependent Gaussian model of

the point spread function (PSF) of an ECAT EXACT was
developed. The observed dependence of the PSF on random
coincidences and measured-peak/background activity were in

cluded in the PSF using three adjusting factors. Size and
radioactivity concentration of a spheroid were estimated by
adjusting size and concentration until model output best matched
the image data. Elliptic and circular phantoms both containing
seven hot spheroids, with OBRs ranging from 5.6 to 0 back
ground, were evaluated. Results: The proposed quantification
method reduced the activity error by 11%-63% of the error

obtained without correction. The greatest error reduction oc
curred for small spheroids. The average error in radius estimation
ranged from 2% to 48%, wherein the smallest spheroid produced
the largest errors. For spheroids with diameters from 8 to 22 mm,
Student f test (paired, one-tail) showed the proposed method
significantly improved accuracy (P < 0.05) in comparison with
the RC method and also in comparison with optimization without
the three adjusting factors. Conclusion: The model-based opti

mization method improved estimation of radioactivity concentra
tion over that corrected by the RC method and that made without
any correction. It also provided accurate estimation of size for
spheroids larger than 6 mm in diameter.
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Lccent studies have shown that PET with l8F-2-fluoro-

deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) is very useful in differentiating

between benign and malignant conditions, tumor staging,
diagnosis of posttreatment recurrence, determination of
responses to therapy and assessment of prognostic factors
(1-10). Most of these applications take advantage of the

capability of PET to quantify tissue radioactivity concentra
tion. One of the major limitations to quantitative accuracy is
caused by limited spatial resolution (7,11-15). Experimental
data collected on an ECAT EXACT (Siemens/CTI, Knox-

ville, TN) have shown that the ratio of peak measured to true
radioactivity, also called recovery coefficient (RC) (3,11,12),
is 0.76 for a 22-mm inner diameter hot spheroid with
object-to-background ratio (OBR) of 12.6 in a water-filled
30.5 X 22.3-cm diameter elliptical cylinder (16). For a
6.4-mm inner diameter hot spheroid, under the same condi

tions, the RC drops to 0.13. This underestimation of
radioactivity is conventionally called partial-volume effect

(PVE).
Two traditional approaches have been used to correct for

PVE. The first traditional approach incorporates PVE into a
tracer kinetic model so that the PVE is estimated along with
the physiologic function parameters (14,17-20). This ap

proach is applicable only to dynamic studies when the data
are analyzed using a mathematical model. Neither dynamic
data nor a model are usually available in applications such as
radioactivity quantification in tumors.

The second traditional approach to account for PVE uses
anatomic information and a model of the scanner spatial
resolution characteristics to estimate the true tracer concen
tration (3,21-27). This approach often cannot be used

because of the requirement of anatomic data from which
structure size is determined. Without these data, the tech
niques are of limited value because even small errors in size
have been observed to cause large errors in the estimation of
blood flow (77). Moreover, the methods proposed (23,25,26)
require MRI data to be segmented and registered with PET
data. This can be time consuming and prone to error.

Yu et al. (28) have proposed a nontraditional approach
that uses model-based optimization to simultaneously esti-
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mate width and activity of the putamen in 18F-L-6-fluoro-

dopa PET studies. They assumed there was no variation in
tracer uptake along the axial direction and that the structure
was long in one in-plane direction. Consequently, a one-

dimensional Gaussian point spread function (PSF) was used
to estimate and correct for PVE. Though the results were
good, Yu et al. (28) acknowledged that the approach is most
applicable when the structure width is larger than the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF and when
structures similar in shape to putamen are considered.
Because detection of tumors or lymph node metastasis often
involves objects smaller than FWHM of the system PSF and
because the size of tumors, unlike putamen, could change
over a wide range, their method is not generally applicable
to oncology studies.

In this article, we consider tumor quantification for
oncology applications. We take a similar approach to that
described by Yu et al. (28) but use a three-dimensional
model. The three-dimensional model is based on a simplified

approximation of a previously developed PSF model that
accounts for both scattered coincidences and partial volume
effects (16). We also propose that the FWHM of the PSF
should be adjusted on the basis of the readily available
peak-to-background ratio (apparent contrast) and randoms

ratio, because we have experimentally observed such a
dependence. Our approach eliminates the inconvenience,
time and cost of obtaining anatomic data for the structure of
interest. For reference, a simple RC correction method using
known object size is compared with the proposed approach.
In addition, the importance of the model-data discrepancy

for small objects and limitations of this approach are
explored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theory
The relationship between the PSF of the PET scanner, the object

(O, the true spatial distribution of radioactivity concentration) and
the theoretical radioactivity concentration distribution in the recon
structed image (/), can be modeled by

= O(Ã¢)PSF(x, Ã ,O)da, Eq. 1

where i is a three-element vector, [x, y, z]T, representing a point in
the three-dimensional space. The dimensionality of a, which serves

as a dummy variable of integration, depends on how PSF is
defined. The O in PSF(x, a, O) is used to emphasize that the PSF is
object dependent.

Previously, we developed a nonlinear, spatially variant, object-

dependent (NLSVOD) PSF function that consists of three Gaussian
functions and five other simple functions with a total of 24
parameters (16). The NLSVOD model accounts for plane sensitiv
ity variation, object-dependent scattered photons and the spatially

varying resolution of the scanner. Although the model calculation
of a pixel value takes only approximately 1.5 s, more than one
hundred thousand pixels may need to be calculated in the model-

based optimization approach, which could take days. To reduce the
computation time, the generalized superposition integral in Equa
tion 1 is replaced by convolution, and PSF(x, a, O) is approxi

mated by a three-dimensional Gaussian function multiplied with a

scatter scaling factor. The implicit assumption behind this approxi
mation is that the shift-variance of the PSF(x, a, O) is neglected

within a small volume of interest (see the assumptions about object,
O. and the description of the volume of interest, V, below). This
approximation will be referred to as "scaled Gaussian model" and

is given by

l(x) = s,(0) 0(fÃ¬)PSFG(x- ÃŸ)dÃŸ, Eq. 2

where ÃŸis a three-element vector, [x',y', z']T, PSFC is the

three-dimensional Gaussian function

PSF0(x-x',y-y',z-z')

(t - i">

and s,(O) is the scatter scaling factor defined as

f O(a)PSF(x, Â¿,O)da\
s,(0) =

, Eq.3

Eq. 4

where xc is the point of interest.
We assume that (a) the object function O can be approximated

by a sphere Ospin a warm or cold background; (b) the radioactivity
inside the sphere is uniform; (c) the background level is uniform;
and (d) the dimension of the background in any direction is large
compared with the standard deviations agâ€žand aK, in Equation 3.
With these assumptions, Equation 2 can be simplified to

= ss(0){iOsi,(r,xc,x)

r. xc, x)] Â®PSFc(x)} + B, Eq. 5

where <8>is convolution, B is the background tracer concentration, r
and x,. are the radius and the center of the sphere, respectively, and

Osf(r,xc, x) =
otherwise

Eq.6

where ||jc|| denotes the length of the vector x. Asp is the tracer
concentration inside the sphere and

Bs,(r, xc,x) =
B if\\x-xc\\Â£r

0 otherwise
Eq.7

Note that ss(O) can be evaluated for a single pixel and both O,p and
PSFG have analytical formulas for their Fourier transforms, so the
convolution in Equation 5 can be calculated very efficiently in the
frequency domain.

If all of the other parameters for functions PSF, PSFC and O are
known, then r, xc, A,p and B can be estimated by minimizing the
objective function

r, xc, As

Eq.8

where Im(x) is the measured pixel value, V is the volume of a cube
that just covers the whole sphere of interest and Cy(r,xc, Asp,B) is a
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penalty function used to define simple constraints of upper or lower
bounds (Equation 31 in Spang {29]).

Based on analysis of measured data (see Results), three adjust
ing factors, fnrm,fgtyand/,,;, are added to Equation 3:

PSF0(x-x',y-y',z-z')

-~~ e -1/2|" "/J ~ +Vf). Eq.9

where /â€žâ€ž,,fgâ€žand fg: can be empirically modeled as functions of
apparent contrast, AC = l(xc)/B, and randoms ratio, RR =

randoms/total events:

= kb- kfe - *â€¢"-
xxx & \nrrn, gxy, gz\, Eq. 10

where A:,,,k/,. . . . k,,are the parameters for the adjusting factors. This
approach will be referred to as "AC-RR-adjusted model."

Data Collection
A 2 1.5-cm circular and a 30.5 X 22. 3-cm elliptical cylinder from

Data Spectrum Corporation (Hillsborough, NC) were used in this
study. Data were collected in two-dimensional (septa extended)

mode with an ECAT EXACT (30). All the images were recon
structed with Hann filter, cutoff 0.4. Other reconstruction details
and the resulting image size, pixel size and center-to-center

distance between image planes were the same as described in Chen
et al. (76). The calibration of true activity concentrations and the
scanner calibration were also performed in the same way as
described by Chen et al. (16).

There were two major data groups. Group I was used to
determine parameters of the AC-RR-adjusted model and had long

emission and transmission acquisition durations. Group II was the
test group. The model-based optimization was applied on this

group to simultaneously estimate the spheroid radius and the
radioactivity concentration. This group had short emission and
transmission acquisition durations comparable to those of a clinical
oncologie PET study. Group II was further divided into four
subgroups (Table 1), depending on which phantom and spheroids
were used and also depending on whether special treatment was
performed during the filling of the spheroids or during data
acquisition.

Group I. Seven tillable spheroids (Data Spectrum Corporation)
with average inner diameters of 34, 22, 16, 14, 10, 8.3 and 6.4 mm
were used in this group. These spheroids were all filled with the
same concentration of 1SFand were put into the elliptical cylindri

cal phantoms with warm background. The largest spheroid was
always in the center of the phantom, and the others were 6.8-8.4

cm from the center. The positions of these smaller spheroids were
not always the same on different occasions, and no specific efforts
were made to keep them in or out of the same plane. A typical
arrangement is as shown in Chen et al. (16).

All of the emission scans in this group were acquired overnight
and had acquisition durations of at least 11 h. After the emission
scan, when the maximal background activity was less than 0.12
kBq/mL and before moving the phantom, a transmission scan with
acquisition duration of at least 80 min was performed. There were
five studies with contrast ranging from 67.8 to 5.56 in this group.

Group IIA. This subgroup used the same elliptical phantom and
spheroids as those used in group I. The data of this subgroup were
actually collected immediately before the data collection of group
I. A 15-min transmission scan without the spheroids was acquired

first. Then the spheroids were filled with activity and put into the
elliptical phantom. Appropriate radioactivity was also added to the
background, and a 15-min emission scan was acquired. Note that

for this data group the phantom positions for the transmission and
the emission scan might not be exactly the same. This was by
design to emulate the imperfect registration that often occurs in
clinical studies.

Group 1IB. The circular phantom was used in this subgroup. The
spheroids were the same as those used in group IIA, except that the
14-mm inner diameter spheroid was replaced by a 4.0-mm
spheroid. A 45-min transmission scan without spheroids was

performed before a series of emission scans. The background
activity was initially zero, and the acquisition duration for each
emission scan was 20 min. After the first acquisition, radioactivity
was added to and mixed well with the background solution. For the
subsequent four acquisitions, the OBRs ranged from approximately
30:1 to 8:1.

Group Â¡1C.The same procedure as in group IIB was repeated
with the circular phantom replaced by the elliptical one, and the
acquisition durations for both transmission and emission scans
were reduced to 15 min.

Group HD. Two studies were included in this subgroup. The
phantom, spheroids and data acquisition procedure were exactly
the same as those used in group IIA. The phantom was purposefully
shifted 13 mm horizontally within the image plane between the
transmission and emission scan in one experiment. In the other
experiment, bubbles or extra I8F solution were purposefully

introduced into the spheroids depending on the spheroid structure

TABLE 1
Summary of Acquisition Conditions for Different Data Groups

Data
groupsIIIAIIBIICIIDAcquisition

time(min)Emission>66015201515Transmission>8015451515Phantom

typeEllipticEllipticCircularEllipticEllipticSphere

radius(mm)2.0NoNoYesYesNo6.9YesYesNoNoYesBubblesor
extrafluidNoNoNoNoYestT-EmisregistrationNoYesYesYesExaggeratedtNo.

of
studies*55552

'Different studies in the same group have quite different object-to-background ratios except group IID.

tApplied on one of the two studies in this group but not on both.
T-E = transmission-emission.
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(Fig. 1). The volume of the bubble or the extra solution in a
spheroid ranged from 6.5% to 40% of the volume of the spheroid.

Fitting of the Adjusting Factors
Spheroids smaller than 16 mm in diameter in group 1were used

to estimate parameters ka, kb,... ke of the three adjusting factors.
The spheroid center x, was estimated by setting the three adjusting
factors to 1, setting r, A,p, B to their known values and finding the x,.
that minimizes Equation 8 using a Marquardt-Levenberg method.

Using this value of ,v, and other known parameter values (r, A,r and
B), the three adjusting factors were determined by minimizing the
objective function

Ã•6V

Eq. 11

under the constraint that the three adjusting factors are larger than
zero. Â£!(/â€žâ€žÂ«,fgiy, fgz) Â¡sa penalty function denned in a similar
way as in Equation 8. Only those conditions in which the adjusting
factors made ff. a montonic function of AC were chosen to
determine the parameters ka, k/,, . . . kc in Equation 10 (see Results
and Discussion).

Initial Guess
After the parameters ka, kh, . . . ke were obtained, model-

predicted activity profiles for spheroids of different radii at a
contrast ratio of 10 and a randoms ratio of 0. 1were calculated by an
iterative scheme. The FWHMs of these model-predicted activity

profiles for different spheroid radii were calculated and stored in a
look-up table. Before the optimization, FWHMs of the unsmoothed

images of the spheroid of interest along the .r, y and r directions
(Figure 4 in Chen et al. [16]) were calculated, and their mean was
compared with the look-up table to determine an initial estimate of

the spheroid radius, r0. The initial guesses of the spheroid center,
irÃ²,and of the background activity, B0, were obtained based on the
location of the activity peak and by fitting the sum of a one-

dimensional Gaussian function and a line to the activity profiles.
The initial guess of the true activity of the spheroid, AJ/fl,could then
be estimated by

P -Â«o
Eq. 12

where p is the peak value measured near xc and c is the
model-predicted RC when B = 0, r = r0 and xc = x^.

Model-Based Optimization
A volume of interest in the shape of a cube that covers the whole

spheroid of interest was positioned manually on images of group II
data. The location of the peak voxel within the cube was

FIGURE 1. Special treatment
for one experiment in group IID.
For spheroids larger than 10.4-mm

diameter, which have structure
shown at top, an air bubble was
introduced. For smaller spheroids,
which have structure shown at bot
tom, extra 18Fsolution was filled in

stem space.

bubble

determined. Typically the length of each cube edge was a little bit
more than twice the FWHM of the activity profile through the peak
voxel. Empirically, when the randoms ratio was larger than 0.05,
the reconstructed images were convolved with a one-dimensional

Gaussian function with standard deviation 3.4 mm along the axial
direction to reduce statistical noise. The raw or smoothed image
data within the cube and the initial guesses described in the
previous section were input to an optimization program to estimate
values of the parameters r, .r(.,As/,and B. This program was based
on a numerical analysis routine that used the principle axis method
to locate the minimum of a multivariate function (31,32). We
constrained ;â€¢to be larger than 2 mm and smaller than the minimum

of one and a half times r(i and ru plus one pixel width. Other
constraints were that activities must be larger than or equal to zero
and \\xc - Â¿rollÂ£^2pw2 + pt-, where pw is the pixel width ana pi

is the image plane thickness.

Comparison with Scaled Gaussian Model
The same procedure used for the model-based optimization

section was repeated, except that all three adjusting factors were set
to unity to investigate the importance of these adjusting factors.

Comparison with Simple RC Method
Parameters xc. A,r and B for group II data were estimated as

previously described in the model-based optimization section,

except that r was treated as a known parameter. The results were
compared with the results obtained by a simple RC method (3).
This RC method assumes that theoretical RC, RCâ€žis a function of
the volume of a spheroid:

RC, = alog V,p + b. Eq. 13

Parameters a and b in Equation 13 were obtained by fitting the
measured RC values in group I with OBR 9.62. According to the
definition of RC, the corrected activity concentration inside the
spheroid by RC method can be calculated by As/tRC= pIRC,, where

p is the same as in Equation 12.

RESULTS

Data Collection

Some activity profiles are shown in Figure 2. When
spheroids are smaller than approximately 10 mm in diameter
or contrast (OBR) is lower than approximately 10, data in
group I and group IIA may be significantly different. The
difference comes from three factors: noisier emission and
transmission scans and emission-transmission misregistra

tion.

Fitting of the Adjusting Factors
The adjusting factors obtained by applying Equation 11 to

group I data are shown in Figure 3. When the AC is high, the
adjusting factors are close to 1. When AC is reduced below 5
for fg, and 3 for both /â€žâ€ž.and /,â€žâ€ž,the adjusting factors
decrease nearly exponentially with AC.

Two studies in group I with similar OBRs (5.6 and 6.4)
are compared in Figure 4 to highlight the effects of randoms
ratio. For a given spheroid size and OBR, higher randoms
ratio is related to smaller adjusting factors.

The adjusting factors used in fitting and the fitting results
are shown in Figure 5. Note that the fitting results forfgxyand
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FIGURE 2. Activity profiles along x- and
z-directions for spheroids with diameters 10.4
mm (A and B) and 6.4 mm (C and D). Contrast
is 9.6. Dashed lines are for group I data (nearly
ideal data with long emission and transmission
scans), and solid lines are for group IIA data
(short scans with same phantom, spheroids
andOBRsasGroupl).
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fnm do not appear as a smooth line because the factors
depend on both AC and RR, whereas the lines are drawn
against AC only. The data for fg, are much smoother in
Figure 6 than in Figure 4 because that is how the three
adjusting factors were chosen (see Materials and Methods).
The fitted parameters ka, kh,... ke in Equation 10 are listed
in Table 2.

The model-predicted profiles based on the three models
(NLSVOD, scaled Gaussian, and AC-RR-adjusted) and

group I data are shown in Figure 6. The profiles based on

NLSVOD and scaled Gaussian model are almost indistin
guishable. This validates the approximation of Equation 1
with Equation 2. Note that the profiles based on the
AC-RR-adjusted model are much closer to the measured

data than those based on the other two models, particularly
at low apparent contrast.

Model-Based Optimization

The fitted spheroid radii and activity concentration of
group II data based on the AC-RR-adjusted model are listed

Adjusting Factors vs. Apparent Contrast
1.2

1.0

M

0.6

0.4

0.2-

0.0
10 20 30 40

apparent contrast

| tQxy taz- -

FIGURE 3. Adjustingfactorsare plottedagainst AC. Note that
when AC is less than about 5, factors become significantly
smaller than 1.

The Effects of Randoms Ratio on Adjusting Factors

10 12
sphereradiusin mm

-RR = 17%, Igxy
-RR = 3%. Ifrry

-RR * 17%. Igt
-RR-3%.fg2

-RR= 17%. mm
-RR *3%,tnm

FIGURE 4. When OBRs are similar,adjustingfactor takes on
lower values with higher random ratios (RRs). Note dark line
denotes RR. Shaded line denotes different adjusting factors.
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Adjusting Factors Used in Ka, Kb,.... Ke Fitting

1.00

080

060

0.40

020

0.00
567

apparentcontrast

â€¢ Ijpty g Ijp Â» Irirm' -tutea tgxy- - lined r&z â€¢

TABLE 2
Fitted Parameters for Adjusting Factors

FIGURE 5. Adjustingfactorsactuallyusedinfindingka,/<â€ž,...ke
are shown. Shaded line denotes adjusting factors. Solid line
denotes fitted results.

in Tables 3-6. Note that all the activity errors in this

manuscript are relative errors in percentage defined as
Asp, measured or correctAp ~ 1 â€¢Activity CITOr reduction Ã•HthCSC

tables is calculated by subtracting the absolute value of the
activity error in the corrected data from that error obtained
without correction, i.e., activity error reduction equals
(1 â€”RC) â€”Â¡activityerrorAC-RR>where â€¢denotes absolute
value. Since (1 â€”RC) is the absolute value of activity error

without correction, activity error reduction denotes the
extent to which the model-based optimization improves

quantification. These tables show that for spheroid radii
larger than or equal to 6.9 mm, all activity errors are less

â€¢gxyfe'firmka3.530.8303.33kb1.050.8091.13k=39.40.8853.16E-04kd-5.18E-021.173.40ke1.542.33E-021.40

than 25%, and the radii errors are less than 12%. In general,
for spheroid radii between 3.2 and 6.9 mm, the activity and
radius errors are less than 35% and 20%, respectively. The
maximal activity errorAC.RR for spheroid radii of 5.2, 4.2
and 3.2 mm are 42%, 43% and 59%, respectively. Underesti
mation of the tracer concentration is significantly reduced by
the model-based optimization method in almost all cases

despite the relatively larger activity estimation error for
smaller spheroids. This is because PVE is relatively large in
small spheroids. Also note that, in spite of bubbles, extra
fluid and transmission-emission misregistration, the fitting

results for group IID are not worse than those for other
subgroups in group II data.

By using three-dimensional Gaussian function approxima

tion and Fourier transform as described in theory subsection,
we are able to dramatically reduce the computation time for
the optimization approach. The parameter estimation for
each spheroid required a time range from 2 min for smaller
spheroids to 15 min for the largest spheroid on a 300 MHz
21164 Alpha-based Microway workstation (Kingston, MA)

running Open VMS (Compaq Computer Corp., Houston,
TX).
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FIGURE 6. Comparison between different
models and measured data. Spheroids and
OBR are same as in Figure 3. Note that solid
line denotes AC-RR-adjusted model, dotted
line denotes group I data, dashed line denotes
scaled Gaussian model and dash-dot line de
notes NLSVOD model. Profiles based on
NLSVOD and scaled Gaussian models are
similar to each other. Measured data are best
described by AC-RR-adjusted model.
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Figure 7 summarizes activity errornocorrection,(activity
or^c.^l and the error reduction. Spheroids with radii from

2.0 to 7.8 mm gain the most in quantitative accuracy. The
error reduction averaged over spheroids of all sizes is 40%
and over 2.0- to 7.8-mm spheroids is 51%. Even the largest
two spheroids, of 17- and 11-mm radii, which have rela

tively small error without PVE correction, have average
error reductions of 11% and 22%, respectively. The average
activity errorno correction|is also the average maximal reduc

ible error for each spheroid size. Note that the average error
reduction line is close to this maximal error reducible line
for all but the smallest spheroid.

The average for different apparentactivity errorAORR
contrasts is shown in Figure 8. The trend is that the lower the
apparent contrast, the higher the average |activity errorAC.RR|.
Table 7 shows that taking Â¡activityerrorAC.RR ^ 30% as the
acceptable result, then AC = 2.31 is the best threshold in the

sense of minimizing type I and type II errors (33).

Comparison with Scaled Gaussian Method

The fitting results based on the scaled Gaussian model for
group IIB are listed in Table 8. These results characterize the
fitting problems without using the three adjusting factors.
For example, the negative activity error reduction for
spheroids with radii of 5.2 and 4.2 mm indicates that errors
were increased by the PVE correction.

The averages and standard deviations of activity and
radius error for group II data based on AC-RR-adjusted and

scaled Gaussian models, and a comparison of the two using
a one-tailed paired t test are listed in Table 9. Using P = 0.05
as the threshold for statistical significance, the AC-RR-

adjusted model has significantly smaller activity error than
the scaled Gaussian model for spheroids with radii of 11,
7.8, 5.2 and 4.2 mm. For the largest spheroid, 17 mm in
radius, the scaled Gaussian model has better activity accu
racy than the AC-RR-adjusted model.

Comparison with Simple RC Method
Activity errors are shown in Figure 9 for the model-based

optimization approach and simple RC method with known
spheroid radii for three OBRs. This figure contrasts the basic
differences between the two approaches. The optimization
approach has errors less than 20% for all three OBRs in
Figure 9. Although the RC method has relatively compa
rable activity error for OBR = 9.62, particularly for
spheroids with 6.9- to 11-mm radii, it has substantially

higher overall errors for OBRs other than 9.62.
The averages and SDs of activity errors for group II

data based on AC-RR-adjusted model and RC method

(both with known object size), and a comparison of the two
using a one-tailed paired t test are listed in Table 10. Using
P = 0.05 as threshold for statistical significance, the
AC-RR-adjusted model has significantly smaller activity

error than the RC method for spheroids with radii of 11,4.2,
3.2 and 2.0 mm.
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TABLE 6
Spheroid Size and Activity Estimation for Group IID Data Based on AC-RR-Adjusted Model

Referenceradius(mm)17117.86.95.24.23.2Fittedradius(mm)16117.56.85.23.82.6OBR10.6Fittedactivity(kBq/mL)39.945.349.038.733.545.959.5Asp45.5Radiuserror(%)-5.0-3.4-4.4-0.890.32-8.9-18B4.29Activityerror(%)-12-0.437.6-15-260.9131Act.err.reduction(%)3.7304348508055Fittedradius(mm)17117.76.55.14.12.5OBR12.2Fittedactivity(kBq/mL)45.448.055.648.949.145.665.9Asp47.8Radiuserror(%)-2.2-2.4-1.3-5.9-1.9-0.53-21B3.93Activityerror(%)-0.145.6227.48.00.1645Act.err.reduction(%)15232052617838

Results on the left side of the table are for experiment with bubbles or extra fluid in the spheres.
AC = apparent contrast; RR = randoms ratio; OBR = object (spheroid)-to-background radioactivity ratio; Asp = radioactivity inside the

spheroid; B = background radioactivity; Act. err. reduction = activity error without correction - |activity error].

DISCUSSION

Equation 1 is the most general form for modeling a PET
imaging system. This general model can be applied to every
work that we know concerning correction of PVE
(3,11,12,14,16-28), even though some of them do not have
an explicit PSF (3,7-20,24). Almost all of the previous

works have implicitly or explicitly neglected the object
dependence of the PSF (11,12,14,17-28). Our previously

developed NLSVOD model (16) emphasized that object
dependence was attributable only to different spheroid (or
other targets of interest) locations inside an object, different
object geometries and attenuation properties. However,
Figures 3 and 4 show that PSF could vary with different
radioactivity distributions even when the spheroids have
similar location in objects with the same geometry and
attenuation properties.

Note that when the adjusting factors fgâ€žand fg. become
smaller so that/w,o"w. and/s,crg, also become smaller at low

apparent contrast, it might suggest that the scanner spatial
resolution becomes better at low contrast. This is not the
case, because the third adjusting factor, fnm, also becomes
smaller. Rather, it implies that the gamma rays from a hot
spheroid with low contrast have a lower probability of being
detected compared with the gamma rays from the same hot
spheroid with high contrast.

We hypothesize that the apparent contrast dependence of
the PSF might be related to differences in detection by
gamma rays between a hot spheroid and its background; that
is, it might be related to the scanner sensitivity discrepancy
between a relatively small object and its warm background.
We also hypothesize that the dependence of the PSF on
random ratios might be attributable to random overcorrec-

tion.
Although only hot spheroids in warm or cold background

were used in this study, the theory does not require this.
Specifically, the proposed method is expected to perform

Summary of Sphere Activity Estimation
100%

7 9 11

sphere radius in mm

average Â¡activelyerror (AC RR)|
â€¢averageerrorreducuction

- - - average(activityerrar(nocorrection)!

FIGURE 7. Average Â¡activity errorno correction,average error
reduction and average activity errorAC.RR| for different spheroid
sizes are shown. Vertical bars denote Â±1SD.

toÂ«

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

-10%

Activity Error (|%|)

apparent contrast

FIGURE 8. |activity errorAC.RR is drawn against apparent con
tasi. Solid squares denote average error, and vertical lines
denote Â±1SD.
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TABLE 7
Acceptable Â¡ActivityErrorAC-RR| and AC Threshold

Acceptable
error(%)30

45Best

AC
threshold2.31

1.57AC

= apparent contrast; RR =Type

I
error(%)8.7

1.9randoms

ratio.Type

II
error(%)2450

equally well for warm or cold spheroids in hot background.
We expect that a small cold spheroid will be warmer than
predicted using models that do not account for the contrast
dependence of the PSF.

Because the AC-RR-adjusted model does not have a

scatter part except the scatter scaling factor, ss(O), this
model will not be applicable for evaluation of scatter. Under
these conditions, the three adjusting factors can be easily
incorporated into the NLSVOD model and should be used
instead. This also indicates that the best PSF used in scatter
correction and image reconstruction (such as maximum
likelihood and Bayesian reconstructions) also should depend
on apparent contrast.

Spheroid size and activity are correlated parameters. Any
sphere much smaller than the PSF effective FWHM will be
imaged with a profile that approximates the PSF. Conse
quently, it can be difficult to distinguish a small spheroid
with high activity from a slightly larger spheroid with less
activity. The average FWHM of our scanner system PSF,
when images are reconstructed with Hann 0.4 cutoff, can be
calculated by \/8 log 2(a2giyffg,)"3 ~ 8.7 mm. To assess the

spheroid size limits of our correction, we generated and
analyzed noise-free simulation data using the scaled Gauss
ian models. With noise-free data, the optimization approach

can find the correct parameters (r, xc, Asp and B) for spher
oids 3.8 mm or larger in radius. Use of the AC-RR-adjusted
model for correction of noise-free data extended the range

down to 2.1 mm. Because of this and because we do not
expect tumors below this size to be visually conspicuous, we
used 2-mm radius as a constraint in the parameter fitting.

The comparison between the results obtained for the
scaled Gaussian model with and without the adjusting
factors show that these factors are critical for quantitation of
spheroids with radii of 5.2 and 4.2 mm. Without the
adjusting factors, the optimization approach has a tendency
to underestimate the size and overestimate the activity of
the spheroid (Table 8). These fits sometimes produce
results such that the activity error^aied Gaussianiis even larger
than that without any PVE correction for these spheroids
(Table 8).

Because of the inclusion criteria of the adjusting factors,
the values obtained for ka, kh,... ke in Equation 10 would
likely underestimate the adjusting factors as a function of
AC and RR. Consequently, the effective SDs of the PSF
would more likely be underestimated. Tables 7 and 8 show
that the adjusting factors obtained in this way prevent the
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TABLE 9
Comparison of the Fitting Results Based on AC-RR-Adjusted and Scaled Gaussian Model

|ActivityerroriSphere
AC-RR-adjustedradius

Average(mm)17117.86.95.24.23.22.0AC

=(%)5.54.8108.017212556apparentcontrast;SD(%)3.33.86.75.213142017Scaled

GaussianAverage(%)2.812161143444758SD(%)2.36.3156.758387110Pairednest

P0.00222.8.E-060.0330.220.0470.0170.150.39Radius

errorAC-RR-adjustedAverage(%)2.42.03.83.911111848SD(%)1.12.53.13.01491549Scaled

GaussianAverage(%)3.04.76.26.713181834SD(%)1.32.65.43.38.8121319Pairednest

P2.3.E-055.0.E-060.0400.0670.270.0580.490.22RR

= randoms ratio.

extreme fitting results that cannot be solved easily by
applying constraints.

Although Table 9 shows that there is also statistically
significant improvement for spheroids between 11 and 6.9
mm in radius and deterioration for the 17-mm spheroid, both
the improvement and the deterioration of the AC-RR-

adjusted model compared with the scaled Gaussian model
for these spheroids are small in any practical sense and can
often be ignored. This means for spheroids with radii >6.9

mm (0.8 times the average FWHM), the fitting results are
not heavily dependent on the accuracy of the three adjusting
factors of the PSF in Equation 9. The deterioration of
AC-RR-adjusted model for the 17-mm spheroid may be due

to the way the adjusting factors were chosen for the fitting of
ka, kb,... ke as discussed in above.

For spheroids with radii <3.2 mm (0.4 times the average
FWHM), the spheroid radius is less than the 3.8-mm limit of

the scaled Gaussian model, as stated earlier in this section.
Under these conditions, noise, the searching method of the

optimization and initial guess may be more important than
an accurate model. This behavior could explain why there is
no significant improvement using the adjusting factors for
spheroids with radii of 3.2 and 2.0 mm.

The simple RC method depends on the accuracy of the
model used to estimate RC, the similarity of the imaging
condition to those under which RC is calculated and the
accuracy of the size estimate, which is a required input. The
consistent S-shaped activity error curves of the RC method

in Figure 9 suggest that Equation 13 is not a good model for
all spheroid radii. The shift of these S-shaped curves with

different OBRs in the same figure clearly shows that the
accuracy of the simple RC correction is dependent on OBR
with the best results obtained when OBR = 9.62, the values

used to determine the parameters a and b in Equation 13.
Another limitation of the simple RC method is shown in
Table 10. Because the RC data for a spheroid with a radius of
2.0 mm was not included in the estimation of a and b, the
activity error of the RC correction is particularly large for

30%â€¢20%-10%

l-20%

â€¢

-30%-17â€¢-

Â«-Activity

Error for Part of Group HAData.''"
"~"A.â€¢

"ÃŽ> "Aâ€¢
â€¢''V \ * -'->^^^^Ã•^C:^^.0

11.0 7.8 69 5.2 4.2 3

sphere radius inmmâ€¢AC-RR:

OBR - 16.53 - Â«- RC: OBR - 16.53 â€”â€¢â€”AC-RR: OBR Â«
RC: OBR Â»9.62 â€”â€¢â€”AC-RR: OBR * 6.36 - * - RC: OBR â€¢6.3629.62TABLE

10Comparison
of the Â¡ActivityError of AC-RR-AdjustedModeland

RCMethodActivity

erroriAC-RR-
adjusted RCmethodSphere

Average SD Average SD Paired
radius (%) (%) (%) (%) i testP17

8.2 3.2 7.7 6.4 0.41
11 4.6 4.0 17 7.2 7.4.E-07

7.8 8.0 6.3 7.2 9.0 0.38
6.9 7.1 4.0 10 6.00.115.2

14 14 17 10 0.31
4.2 9.5 11 26 140.00332.0

21 15 6.3E2 4.2E2 0.017

FIGURE 9. Comparison of activity errors based on AC-RR-
adjusted model and simple RC method. Solid line denotes
correction method, and shaded line denotes OBR.

AC = apparent contrast; RR = randoms ratio.
The object (spheroid) sizes are known for both approaches.
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this spheroid. Another explanation for the large error of this
spheroid is that the RCs for this spheroid are typically small
and very sensitive to OBR variation and noise.

Most of the time, the optimization method is able to
estimate the spheroid activity and size quite accurately for
spheroids larger than 3.2 mm, but there are times that large
activity error may occur even for the 5.2-mm radius

spheroid. We propose that AC should be used as an indicator,
as shown in Table 7 and Figure 8. When high accuracy in
activity is required for an individual study, it is desirable that
AC be larger than 2.31. Otherwise, a priori information such
as the spheroid size is needed.

The fact that the fitting results for group IID data are as
good as other subgroups in group II presumes that the
proposed method is robust under the small violation of the
assumption that the hot spheroids are spherical and the
radioactivity is homogeneous. It also denotes that transmis
sion-emission misregistration alone does not seem to be a

significant limiting factor for the proposed method in this
experimental design. We deduce that noise from the emis
sion scan could be a more important factor in this study. This
could be because the spheroids were located more than 15
mm from the edges of the phantoms, and the attenuation
properties of the phantoms were relatively homogeneous.
Another potential limiting factor that has not been addressed
in this article is the blurring effect of movement (respiration,
heart contraction and patient movement). These factors need
further investigation.

CONCLUSION

The optimization approach is useful for simultaneously
estimating the spheroid size and spheroid activity. It signifi
cantly improves the activity estimate over a wide range of
spheroid size, activity level, OBR and two different phan
toms. With appropriate modeling, the model-based optimiza

tion is able to simultaneously estimate spheroid activity and
size quite accurately for spheroids larger than or equal to 3.2
mm in radius without requiring anatomic data. When the
object size is known, this approach substantially improves
activity estimation accuracy over the simple RC method.
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